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Abstract A mathematical hydraulic support self-tracking model for three-machine cooperative mining is proposed to

address low efficiency and difficulties in strategy evaluation of a fully mechanized coal face. The proposed model uses the

coordinates and traction speed of the shearer to calculate the frequency of the circular hydraulic support and realize the

coordinated operation of the three-machine mining technology. A unity3d hardware-in-the-loop simulation experimental

hearer and hydraulic support platform was used to validate the model of autonomous follow-up. The results indicate that

collaborative control of coal mining allowed for an efficiency 3.76% higher than under automatic operation mode and

46.03% higher than under manual control; thus, The mathematical model provided an improved production efficiency of

the fully mechanized mining face. The mathematical model also provides a more intelligent and reliable security support,

and improves the intelligent level of hydraulic support follow-up control.

Keywords Semi-physical simulation � Virtual reality � Unity3d � Human–computer interaction � Shearer traction speed

List of symbols

Num Number of moving representatives

i Shearer position measured by the hydraulic support

number

fs Shifting frame frequency of the hydraulic support

t1 Time of hydraulic support descending column

t2 Time of hydraulic support lifting column

t3 Time of the stretched of protecting piece of

hydraulic support

Vq Shearing speed of the shearer

d Average width of the hydraulic support base

ki Dynamic adjustment factor

Dd Average distance between hydraulic supports

D~ Shear’s running direction

St Walking coordinate distance of the shearer along

the scraper conveyor

it Shearer position number relative to the hydraulic

support

ic Calculated relative position number of shearer and

hydraulic support

I~ Collection of numbers of relative positions between

shearer and hydraulic support

Sc Calculated shearer distance along the scraper

conveyor (calculated by the number of brackets)

Serr Error of St and Sc
ierr Error of ic and it
Vy Hydraulic support frame speed in working face,

m/min

Kc Unbalance factor

s Distance of the moving frame, mm

QL Flow volumein hydraulic cylinder, m3/min
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kf Richness factor of the liquid working conditions,

assumed as 2.5, taking into account the leakage

factor, sputum, when adjusting the shelf

n1 Pushing jack number

s1 Stepping distance of support moving

F1 Piston action area in pushing jack rack

n2 Column number

s2 Height of the lifting and descending columns

F2 Piston acting area as the column falls

F3 Piston acting area as the column lifts

N Driving power (KW)

DP Pump inlet and outlet pressure (MPa)

gt Pump volumetric efficiency

pb Working pressure of the pumping station (N/m2)

F1 Initial support force of the hydraulic bracket, N

D Inner diameter of the cylinder of the bracket

column (m)

Z Number of hydraulic support columns

Fn Maximum thrust of the jack (N)

D1 Inner diameter of the jack cylinder (m)

1 Introduction

The gradual implementation of information technology

developments with traditional coal mining technology has

allowed for automated, comprehensive mining equipment

and unmanned mining.

Although researchers have investigated the motion state

of three-machine under the working conditions of a fully

mechanized coal mining face, further research is needed

regarding the space motion equation and the mathematical

model of the hydraulic support following the shearer in time.

The production capacity of the equipment cannot also be

fully utilized. The application of advanced design methods

such as reliability design and finite element analysis has

allowed fully mechanized automatic coal mining technol-

ogy, thus improving mining effectiveness (Ralston et al.

2017a, b). This work presents a self-contained semi-physical

collaborative planning simulation system based on Unity3D

(Xie et al. 2017, 2018a, b, 2019a) to predict the self-fol-

lowing strategy of this hydraulic support.

Based on the workflow of fully mechanized mining

equipment, Zhou (Zhou et al. 2015; Wang et al.

2009, 2013) established collaborative control models of the

posture control and comprehensive mining equipment.

Chen et al. (2011) used aPM32 electric hydraulic control

system to realize automatic drop, move, and upper support

systems, to monitor and display the roof pressure, and to

calculate the shearer position, the control of cutting height,

and the running speed. This allowed for remote control

operation and run, thus improving the level of automation.

Zhang et al. (2014, 2016, 2017) established an overall

structure of the system that the hydraulic support can be

controlled to follow the shearer automatically, carried out

the control system design, and realized the self-regulation

of the hydraulic support.

According to control system control requirements, Guo

and Li (2014) achieved a single-frame, single-action, single-

rack sequential linkage, group exercise, shearer position

detection and overall program design, while the stent control

system software and hardware design. Verification has

shown that the system was able to achieve basic functions.

Reference to automate the development of the growing coal

mine hydraulic support electro-hydraulic control system.

Fan et al. (2015) established a constraint model relating the

advancing velocity of the hydraulic support and the shearer

traction speed through movement analysis, as well as con-

straint model of the scraper conveyor load and the shearer

traction speed based on the scraper conveyor movement col-

laboratively with the shearer. By characterizing the three-

machine as a three-intelligent agent, a coordination system for

optimizing the three-machine cooperation was constructed.

Wan et al. (2013) and Li et al. (2015) established virtual

shearer, scraper conveyor, and hydraulic support proto-

types in a VR environment. Additionally, they established

a coordinated movement that was applied in the field of

teaching three machines in fully mechanized mining face.

Li et al. (Xu et al. 2013) introduced and applied a

constraint relationship between the coal cutter, scraper

conveyor, and hydraulic support in a safe, high-producing,

and high-efficient fully mechanized mining face. The

composition principle of electro-hydraulic control system,

embedded in the hydraulic support, and presented the

design scheme of the composition and hardware system

about the electro-hydraulic control unit. Their developed

scheme allowed for the control and monitoring of the

working condition in near real-time, on the ground, in the

crossheading, and in front of the mining face.

Zhang and Xiao (2012) established a 3D kinematics

model of the hydraulic support using Pro/E software.

Dobrescu et al. (2019) introduced a cloud simulation

platform that provided the flexibility to continuously test

and update algorithms.

Tichon and Burgesslimerick (2011), Perez et al. (2013),

and Pedram et al. (2013) improved miners’ safety by

applying VR to the safety training drills of miners.

Bednarz et al. (2015) described and demonstrated a

framework for human–computer interaction experiments

using an immersive virtual reality, computer vision, other

sensors, and remote collaboration.

Ma et al. (2014) and Zhang et al. (2016, 2017) devel-

oped a general data interface for a virtual control device
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and its implementation method capable of collecting data,

updating a database in real-time, and applying the collected

console data to virtual reality technology. Furthermore,

they established a training method for the virtual training

system of the cantilever-type road header.

Küblera et al. (2018) combined test automation with

fault injection and proposed a way to implement negative

test cases for the test automation framework.

Scheifele et al. (2018) proposed a virtual debug real-

time co-simulation platform that integrated powerful

technology-specific simulated solutions based on integrated

interfaces and real-time based on partitioning, paralleliza-

tion, synchronization, and data exchange mechanisms. Co-

simulation architecture.

The following problems regarding the way in which the

three-machine fully mechanized mining technology level is

predicted:

(1) a lack of human–computer interaction means.

(2) a lack of a verified mathematical model for use in

full-system simulations.

The level of automation of the three machines is gradually

improved. In this work, a mathematical model of the autono-

mous follow-up of hydraulic support is proposed to improve

the coal mining efficiency of fully mechanized mining

machines. First, the elements of the manufacturing process are

digitized in the context of Siemens’s digital twinmodel. Based

on this digital model, the production process is simulated to

analyze the feasibility of the control and planning strategies of

a fully mechanized three-machine mining method.

All elements of the comprehensive mining equipment

(Xie et al. 2019b) are digitized to more accurately repro-

duce the three-machine production process. A mathemati-

cal model of autonomous follow-up of hydraulic support

based on the running speed of the shearer is also proposed

to provide a theoretical basis for the construction of the

fully mechanized mining automation, hydraulic support,

and linkage model. It provides a theoretical approach for

the establishment of an effective coordinated control model

for fully mechanized mining equipment. The running state

of the entire working surface is reproduced to help coal

enterprises test mining strategies in a virtual environment

before production, thereby optimizing mining plans and

achieving efficient and reliable production (Zhang 2011).

2 Three-machine comprehensive mining planning
environment

2.1 Overall collaborative framework

The fully mechanized three-machine collaborative plan-

ning prototype system framework (Shi et al. 2016) is

shown in the Fig. 1. Using the theoretical basis provided by

the fully mechanized mining process, a dynamic mathe-

matical model is established. A semi-physical simulation

compiling the synergistic movement of the three machines

has been built on the simulation platform Unity3D in C#

using MAS theory (Xie et al. 2018c)

The system is based on the manual operation of the

hydraulic support during the fully mechanized mining

process and the three-machine cooperative operation

through autonomous linkage of the three machines.

During manual operation, an operator sets the traction

speed of the shearer in advance and uses the positional

relationship between the front and rear drums and the

hydraulic support to push the slide—descending column—

moving frame—column lifting and other operations of the

hydraulic support. During automatic operation, an almost

constant shifting frequency is maintained; during coordi-

nated-control operation, the shifting frequency of the

hydraulic support is updated using the shearer’s traction

speed and dynamic factor ki.

During autonomous linkage operation, the displacement

mode of the hydraulic support (sequential moving frames

and staggered moving in the group frames) is determined

according to the distance between the rear drum and the

hydraulic support of the shearer. When the distance between

the front drumof shearer and the hydraulic support is two sets

of hydraulic support, the hydraulic support retracts a pro-

tecting piece of hydraulic support. When the distance

between the rear drum of the shearer and the hydraulic

support that will perform the action of descending column-

moving frame-uplifting column is less than seven times the

hydraulic support distances, sequential moving frames are

adopted; i.e., there is only one moving frame. When the coal

mining machine is greater than 7 sets, a staggered-moving-

frame mode of hydraulic support is adopted. During auto-

matic operation, the two staggered hydraulic supports per-

form the ‘‘descending column-moving frame -lifting

Column’’ movement. The moving-frame’s frequency is set

in advance. Coordinated control movement is established

using the position of the shearer and adjusting the dynamic

factor ki, a mathematical model of the hydraulic support

moving-frame frequency based on the shearing speed of the

shearer, is established. Therefore, this allows the frequency

of the hydraulic support moving frame to be adjusted in real

time. As the shearer is followed by the hydraulic support, the

comprehensive mining efficiency is improved.

2.2 Mathematical model of three machine

movement in a fully mechanized mining face

To prevent the shearer drum from cutting the guard plate,

the guard plate is recovered adjacent to the hydraulic

support in front of the shearer. After the shearer passes the
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hydraulic support on the basis of the scraper conveyor, a

‘‘descending–moving–lifting’’ sequence, shown in Fig. 2,

is completed to realize timely support and prepare for the

next cut of the shearer. After the hydraulic support has

completed the action of the moving frame, the guard plate

is stretched to protect the coal wall and prevent it from

collapsing.

A mathematical model of the three-machine coordinated

movement was created through the cooperative operation

of the three machines.According to the position of the

shearer, the front hydraulic support retracts the guard plate,

and the rear hydraulic support moves in time to realize the

support of the suspended ceiling and coal wall after coal

cutting. The rear bracket is pushed, the scraper conveyor is

controlled, and the fallen coal pieces are loaded onto the

scraper conveyor for transport. This allows the automatic

migration of coal mining equipment at the working face

and ensures that the shearer and hydraulic support do not

interfere with each other.

2.3 Semi-physical simulation construction of fully

mechanized mining units in Unity3d

In this system, the coal-mining machine, scraper conveyor,

hydraulic support group, hydraulic liquid supply pump, and

down hole working surface are used as agents. And the

information interaction and perception with multiple agents

(Xie et al. 2017, 2019a) realizes the whole collaboration

and achieves efficient coal mining.
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Fig. 1 Overall framework of three machines VR cooperative planning
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To allow the three machines to interact effectively with

each other and the down hole environment, aUnity3D

model system framework was built between and is shown

in Fig. 3.

(1) Establishing the unity 3d simulation model of multi-

agent, the main goal of multi-agent (Philip Chen

et al. 2014) is to make the intent, planning, and

action of multiple agents cooperate to complete the

operation of the automation system. The system can

realize multiple agents to interact in a consistent and

harmonious manner. And the purpose of coordina-

tion is mainly to avoid an infinite loop between

agents.

(2) Its motion is controlled by mounting a C# script. The

part that needs precise control can write a motion

command with parameters in the cyclic method to

control the parameters to achieve precise control of

the motion.

The three machines of the fully mechanized mining face

work together to complete the production task to realize the

coordinated movement of the three machines. The shearer

runs along the trajectory of the scraper conveyor at the

traction speed. When the bracket has two brackets away

from the front drum of the shearer, the guard plate is

retracted. When the hydraulic support is three yards away

from the rear of shearer and the movement of the previous

bracket has been completed, the hydraulic support is

moved at the same time.

3 Coupling of the hydraulic support automatic
flow-up control and shearer speed

3.1 Hydraulic support autonomous machine

principle

The coordinated operation (Zhou 2014) of the three

machines requires synergy between the shearing speed Vq

of the shearer and the moving frame speed Vy of the

hydraulic support. The definition variable num indicates

the number of moving of the current hydraulic support.

When num = 1, a sequential shifting mode is adopted;

when num ==2, the two hydraulic brackets adopt an

interlaced moving mode, in which hydraulic support i (the

number of the hydraulic support being moved) is syn-

chronized to move with the iþ 2, that is, the support in

both moving-ame frequency and moving speed. When the

distance to the rear of shearer reaches 7, the shearer starts

to delerate. After the removal of the last hydraulic support,

it switches to the staggered moving-frame mode. When the

distance between the machine and the machine is less than

or equal to 7, the shearer accelerates and switches tohe

sequence. The way of moving.

3.2 Determination of the frequency of the hydraulic

support shifting frame fs

The way of moving the frame is determined by the distance

between the end of the shearer and the hydraulic support

that will perform the action of descending column-moving

frame-uplifting column. By adopting different moving

rules and adjusting the dynamic factor, the shearer is fol-

lowed by the hydraulic support. The time variables were

defined as:t1 is the time of hydraulic support descending

column, t2 is the time of hydraulic support lifting column,

and t3 is the time of the stretched of protecting piece of

hydraulic support.

According to the distance between the shearer and

hydraulic support and the shearing speed, the moving-

frame frequency of the rear bracket can be determined by

the shearing speed of the shearer is Vq, the relative position

of the shearer and the hydraulic support is i, and i is the

position of the shearer measured by the hydraulic support

number. When the distance between the hydraulic support

and the rear of the shearer is less than or equal to 7, one

hydraulic support performs the movement action num = 1.

The action frequency can then be calculated as:

Fig. 2 Collaborative coupling among the structures of three machines in fully mechanized mining
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fs ¼
Vq

d þ ki � Ddð Þ ð1Þ

When the distance is greater than 7, two or three

brackets are used simultaneously to perform the corre-

sponding action num = 2, 3. The bracket’s action fre-

quency is thus:

fs ¼ Vnum
q � t1 þ t2 þ t3ð Þ num�1ð Þ

d þ ki � Ddð Þnum ; ð2Þ

Where Dd is the average distance between hydraulic sup-

ports (0.7dm), d is the average width of the hydraulic

support base (14.30dm), and ki is the dynamic adjustment

factor, with an initial value of 1, for dynamically adjusting

the average calculated distance between adjacent hydraulic

supports.

3.3 Determination of real-time dynamic factor ki
based on hydraulic support and other

parameters

3.3.1 Determination of ki

The shearer was assumed to run in the direction D~ is of

? 1. When num = 1:

St ¼ it � 1ð Þ � ki � Dd þ it � d; ð3Þ

where it is the position number of the shearer relative to the

hydraulic support, St is the walking coordinate distance of

the shearer along the scraper conveyor, and it ¼ I~ 1ð Þ
updates the value of the dynamic adjustment factor ki,

including:

ki ¼ St � it � dð Þ= it � 1ð Þ � Ddð Þ: ð4Þ

When num 6¼ 1, the current it: is calculated as:

it ¼ sumðI~Þ=num; ð5Þ

where num is the number of representatives who are

moving and I~ is the collection of numbers of relative

positions between shearer and hydraulic support. The dis-

tance Sc of the shearer along the scraper conveyor is then

calculated as:

Sc ¼ it � d þ it � 1ð Þ � ki � Dd; ð6Þ

where Sc represents the calculated distance of the shearer

along the scraper conveyor (calculated by the number of

brackets). The error between the St and Sc: can then be

represented as:

Serr ¼ Sc � Stj j ð7Þ

If Serr exceeds a certain error range e, the dynamic

adjustment factor ki value is updated as:

ki ¼ St �
sumðI~Þ
num

 !
� d

 !. sumðI~Þ
num

� 1

 !
� Dd

 !
:

ð8Þ

The relative position number of the shearer and the

hydraulic support ic is:

ic ¼ St þ ki � Ddð Þ= d þ ki � Ddð Þ ð9Þ

ic is the calculated number of relative position of shearer

and hydraulic support. The error between the current ic and

it: is then calculated as:

ierr ¼ ic � itj j: ð10Þ

Multi-Agent
cooperative simulation

Motion simulation of
three machines in fully

mechanized mining

Hydraulic
support
Scraper

conveyor

Shearer
Human-Computer Interaction

of Hardware-in-the-loop
Simulation in Fully
Mechanized Mining

C#
programming

Shearer Agent

Environment
Agent

Agent of Hydraulic
System

Agent of
Hydraulic
Support

C# script program

Fig. 3 System framework
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If ierr exceeds a certain threshold range, the dynamic

adjustment factor value ki is updated:

ki ¼ St �
sum I~

� �
num

 !
� d

 !. sum I~
� �

num
� 1

 !
� Dd

 !

ð11Þ

St is the walking coordinate distance of the shearer along

the scraper conveyor. Sc represents the calculated distance

of the shearer along the scraper conveyor (calculated by the

number of brackets). it is the position number of the shearer

relative to the hydraulic support. ic is the calculated num-

ber of relative position of shearer and hydraulic support.

num is the number of representatives who are moving. I~ is

the collection of numbers of relative positions between

shearer and hydraulic support. D~ is the collection of coal

mining machine running direction, ? 1 to the left, - 1 to

the right, and 0 to the static.

3.3.2 Determination of the speed of the hydraulic support

frame Vy based on the speed of the shearer

Shearer traction speed: Vq m/min

The speed of the hydraulic support frame on the working

face: Vy m/min

Vy [Kc � Vq

Kc is the unbalance factor; Kc ¼ 1:17� 1:22

The average moving speed of the hydraulic support

during the shifting process was then calculated using the

hydraulic bracket shifting frequency:

Vy ¼ s� fs

where s is the distance of the moving frame in mm.

3.3.3 Calculation of driving power

A case study was then analyzed using anXR-WS1000

emulsion tank driving aZZ4000/18/38 hydraulic bracket

movement. The basic parameters of the emulsion tank were

a nominal pressure of 31.5 MPa, a nominal capacity of

1000 L, and a nominal flow rate of 125 L/min. The rod

cavity diameter of the ZZ4000/18/38 hydraulic support and

of the pushing mechanism were d = 185 and d1 = 85 mm,

respectively. The rod-less and rod-free cavity diameters

were D = 200 and D1 = 160 mm, respectively. The mov-

ing frame of hydraulic support mainly utilizes the flow in

the hydraulic cylinder (Zhang 2003):

QL ¼ 1000Vy � kf �
n1s1F1 þ n2s2F2 þ n2s2F3

d þ Dd
; ð12Þ

where QL is the flow volume (m/min) in the hydraulic

cylinder, Vy is the speed of the hydraulic support frame, kf

is the richness factor of the liquid working conditions, n1 is

the number of pushing jacks, s1 is stepping distance of

support moving, F1 is the piston action area in pushing jack

rack,n2 is the number of columns, s2 is the height of the

lifting and descending column, F2 is the piston acting area

when falling column, and F3 is the piston acting area when

lifting column. Based on the case study, kf was assumed to

be 2.5 to account for the leakage factor, sputum, and shelf

adjustment. Additionally, s1, F1, n2, s2, F2, and F3 m
2 were

assumed as 0.6 m, 0.014 m2, 4, 0.2 m, 0.005 m2, and

0.031 m2, respectively. Thus, (12) can be simplified as:

QL ¼ 1000Vy � 2:5� 0:6 � F1 þ 0:8F2 þ 0:8F3ð Þ½ �
15=10

QL ¼ 62� Vy

Under a certain pressure Dp, the driving power N of the

pump varies with the output flow Q as:

N ¼ QL � DP
60� gt

; ð13Þ

where DP-pump represents the difference in pump inlet

and outlet pressure in MPa and gt-volumetric represents the

volumetric pump efficiency, assumed here as 0.85.

3.3.4 Determination of output pressure

As the initial holding force of the hydraulic support and the

pushing and pulling force of the pushing jack depend on

the working pressure of the pump, it must selected taken

the requirements of these two aspects into account. The

working pressure of the pumping station was thus selected

by taking the maximum value and increasing the pipeline

system pressure loss by 10%–20%, according to formulas

(14) and (15). In the case study examined, the XR-WS1000

emulsion tank drivesaZZ4000/18/38 hydraulic support.

The initial support force of the hydraulic bracket is 3520

KN, and the displacement force when the hydraulic bracket

is moved is 400 KN.

From the initial support force:

pb ¼ 4� F1

p � D2 � Z ðN/m2Þ; ð14Þ

where F1 is the initial support force of the bracket in N, Z is

the number of columns for hydraulic supports, and D is the

inner diameter of the cylinder of the bracket column in

meters.

According to the maximum thrust of the jack,

pb ¼ 4� Fn

p � D2
1

ðN/m2Þ; ð15Þ

where Fn is the maximum thrust of the jack in N and D1 is

the inner diameter of the jack cylinder in meters.
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4 Semi-physical simulation of fully mechanized
mining units

4.1 Overall hardware-in-the-loop simulation design

for hydraulic support of fully mechanized

mining inUnity3D

A semi-physical simulation experimental platform, shown

in Fig. 4, was constructed using the semi-physical simu-

lation (Xie et al. 2019a) theory. During operation, a com-

mand is issued through the operation panel to the Siemens

s7-200PLC and transmitted via Ethernet to the pro-

grammable logic controller (PLC) and KingView. The data

is transmitted in real-time between the SQLServer data-

base, KingView and unity3d, based on the ideal platform

three-machine synergy unity3d constructed by the group

(Ramamritham et al. 2004). The hydraulic support is then

moved manually.

Siemens s7-200 and industrial configuration software

were connected using a Siemens s7-200 Ethernet module

following the modbus protocol. An I/O digital signal of the

PLC output is sent to the KingView monitoring host, which

then uploads the collected data in real time. Through pro-

gramming in Unity3D to access the SQLServer database,

the hydraulic support group is controlled on the virtual

platform. The specific technical route is shown in Fig. 5.

4.2 Siemens PLC command control panel

and SQLServer database real-time coupling

4.2.1 Instruction panel design

Moving a single hydraulic support requires a series of

actions, including retracting of a protecting piece of

hydraulic support, descending the column-moving frame,

lifting the column, stretching of protecting piece of

hydraulic support, and pushing-sliding. In the Unity3D

three-machine comprehensive mining interface, the

hydraulic support group is controlled through six command

signals, the functions of which are elaborated on in

Table 1:

0 push-slip,

1 retracting the protecting hydraulic support piece,

2 lowering the column,

3 moving the frame,

4 ascending the column,

5 stretching the guard plate, and

- 1 releasing the operation of hydraulic support

In addition, there is an ID selection button for selecting

the hydraulic support and a button for creating a database.

During manual operation, an SQLServer data table must

be created first. Then, the SQLServer data base is opened

manually, allowing increments to be written to the

SQLServer database script library. Unity3d can then read

this written data in the order of ID number.

4.2.2 Reading and storing the PLC instructions

The modbus communication protocol embedded in King-

View was used to realize the real-time communication

between the Siemens PLC and KingView and to establish

the corresponding variables in the KingView Data Dic-

tionary. The command code data is stored in the bind

record of KingView. The corresponding device data is

collected from the signal acquisition and transmission

system in real time and transmitted to the database through

the ODBC interface. By establishing the ODBC interface,

writing the code in the KingView software, writing the

connection code, and opening the monitoring interface and

setting the insertion frequency, the data is transferred to the

database Server in real time.

4.2.3 Unity3D and SQLServer database coupled three-

machine simulation test bench

Unity3D uses C# to update events using the function of

loop execution and can be executed at fixed time intervals

without being affected by the frame rate. By accessing the

latest data in the SQLServer for multiple times, real-time

access can be achieved. The model performs the action in

the simulation at the same time.

Among them, the largest ID row from Table 1 is read

and written to indicate the latest row of data in the database

to be read. After the data is read, the number of the

hydraulic support is determined to be executed, that is, the

support ID in the drawing. The function statements of

connecting string variables are then used to convert the

digital signal of the hydraulic support into a string yyzz-

dizuozhongnum, e.g., yyzz-dizuozhon69, and is assigned to

lampard to determine whether the current hydraulic support

ID is consistent with the read ID number. The various

actions of the hydraulic support are then performed if the

current hydraulic support ID is consistent with the read ID

number.

4.2.4 System design

The simulated hydraulic support is controlled by a PLC on

Unity3D; the overall frame diagram is shown in Fig. 6. The

relay control of the PLC is first used to control the button

control set on the KingView software. Here, the industrial

modbus protocol is used to control KingView. The King-

View is controlled byaS7-200 controller. Among them, in
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order to realize the communication between the PLC

controller and the KingView, it is necessary to give the

PLC controller program control code.

The PLC signal collected by KingView is then saved to

the SQLServer by writing code program in the KingView

(the number ID and operation instruction of hydraulic

bracket).The real-time interactive corresponding program

between KingView and SQLServer database is written in

the KingView’s command language window.

Unity3D then reads the data to realize the dynamic

control of the hydraulic support in real time by writing C#

program in the script (as is shown in Fig. 7).Among them,

the block diagram of the hydraulic support operation script

program is shown in Fig. 8.

The data is then used to debug and define the integer

variable. By writing the increment of the integer variable to

record the running time of the program through the func-

tion of loop execution, the specified statement is written

when the hydraulic support moves for recording the time.

The outputting shearer position is then written when the

hydraulic support moves for recording the real-time

position of the shearer. Find the value of Edit -[ Project

Settings -[Time -[ Fixed Timestep in Unity3D (for

example: 0.2, which means one frame per 0.2 s), the

instantaneous running speed of the shearer, based on the

amount of change in the integer variable and the amount of

change in the real-time position of the shearer, can be

acquired by using interpolation calculation. Meanwhile, the

time required for the moving of the moving frame is

measured. Its reciprocal is then used find the frequency of

the moving frame.

The group of the hydraulic support is controlled by the

PLC in Unity3d. The detected program needs to be

released into the PC version that can avoid causing the

computer to collapse.

Hydraulic
Support
Control
Panel

Communication
equipment (Siemens
S7-200 and Ethernet

module)

PC
Kingview
Control
Interface

Unity3D experimental platform

Control
instruction Ethernet

SQLSever database

Hydraulic
support ID

Operating instruction code of hydraulic support
Lifting
column Push slip Moving

frame

Hydraulic
support

1

Hydraulic
support

2

Hydraulic
support

69

Read SQLSever
database information

C# programming

Mathematical
Model of Shifting

Frequency of
Hydraulic Support
Based on Shearer
Traction Speed

OBDC
Data

Source for
Real-time

Data
Exchange

Hydraulic fluid
supply system

Using VS
to Write

C#
Program
Code to
Realize

Software
Coupling
with SQL
Database

Hardware-in-the-loop simulation
cooperative system

Hydraulic
support

69

Fig. 4 Hardware-in-the-loop simulation experimental platform
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5 Experimental design

5.1 Three-machine experimental environment

An intelligent comprehensive transformation test system of

coal mine fully purchased by the laboratory was equipped

with a centralized control-monitoring system, so that the

comprehensive mining equipment has the actual kinemat-

ics ability to realize remote automatic coal mining. An

MGTY250/600 shearer and 69 ZZ4000/18/38 hydraulic

supports were used, corresponding to a considerable

number of SGZ764/603 scraper conveyor, transporter,

crusher and combination switch. An XR-WS1000 emulsi-

fied tank was used to drive hydraulic support. The device

model is shown in Table 2 below, and the overall scenario

is shown in Fig. 9.The functions of the fully mechanized

mining system included:

(1) a mining machine that can monitor the operation

dynamics of the shearer;

(2) a hydraulic support that can be automatically

followed by the setting program;

(3) a centralized control platform;

1 2 3 4 5 7 8 10 11 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 696

Shearer

Unity3D Test Bench Unity3D Access Database

Scraper conveyorA total of 69 hydraulic supports

Channel Of
Centralized

Control Center

Kingview
Monitoring

Host

Database
server

Direction of shearer operation

Siemens
S7-200 PLC

Operation panel

Console
Input hydraulic

support operation
instructions

PLC
Ethernet
Module

 

Fig. 5 Overall design of three machines real-time simulation for fully mechanized mining

Table 1 Operating instructions for hydraulic support control panel

Serial

number

PLC input

button

Kingview reads and stores in SQL SEVER database

(digital code)

Unity3D hydraulic support (1–69 sets)

1 I0.0 - 1 Remove the control of the hydraulic support

2 I0.1 0 Push slip

3 I0.2 1 Shrinking time of the side wall plate

4 I0.3 2 Descending column

5 I0.4 3 Moving frame

6 I0.5 4 Lifting column

7 I0.6 5 Stretching of the side wall plate

8 I0.7 Support ID increase (Kingview memory variable) Increased ID of hydraulic support

9 I1.0 Scaffold ID reduction (Kingview memory variable) Hydraulic support ID reduction
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(4) wireless video surveillance of the mining face;and

data monitoring, control, and real-time status display

of each piece of equipment during operation.

5.2 Acquisition of experimental data

The shearing speed of the shearer was first set by the

professional. Two experiments are carried out in the

ground laboratory and the Unity3D simulation platform:

(1) The laboratory automatic running program is started

in automatic operation mode;

(2) The coal mining machine and centralized control

platform are used to control the various actions of

the hydraulic support to complete the fully mecha-

nized mining process;

(3) The Unity3Dprogram is started;

(4) The Unity3Dmanual operation mode is started, and

the same professional operates the hydraulic support

Fig. 6 Overall system framework

Establishment of
an empty object

Hydraulic
support object

SQLSever
database

Unity3D Laboratory Platform
(C# Script Program)

Scripts Of
Read database

program

Scripts Of
Hydraulic Support
Operating Program

Fig. 7 Real-time interactive flow chart

Table 2 Specifications of fully mechanized mining test equipment in

coal mines

Serial number Device name Model

1 Hydraulic support ZZ4000/18/38

2 Shearer MGTY250/600

3 Scraper conveyor pan SGZ764/603

4 Stage loader conveyor SZZ764/164

5 Crusher PCM110

6 Combination switch QJZ2*400/1140
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to complete the operation of the fully mechanized

mining.

During the operation of fully mechanized mining

equipment, the operation process is shown on the left of

Fig. 9. The shearer runs from left to right:

(1) Using the centralized control center (shown in

Fig. 9) and hydraulic support number as the abscissa

coordinate, the shearer’s running speed was recorded

in m/min when running for more than 5 s. The speed

change of the shearer was obtained.

(2) As the first hydraulic support moves, the time t of

each hydraulic support move is recorded. The

shifting frequencies of all hydraulic supports num-

bered 1–55 are calculated as 1/t.

(3) As the hydraulic support is moved, in four groups of

experiments, the hydraulic supply pressure of the

hydraulic support system numbered 1–55 was mon-

itored and measured by the configuration industrial

software. The characteristic values were recorded.

Through the statistical comparison of the data as shown

in Table 3, the data errors of shearer running speed,

hydraulic support moving frequency, hydraulic supply

force of hydraulic system and real fully mechanized mining

equipment obtained by automatic operation and manual

operation of Unity3D simulation experimental platform

were within the allowable range. The error ratio, referring

to the maximum error in the process of fully mechanized

mining between simulation and real experiment was then

obtained.

Among them, the shearer’s speed is expressed by

recording the real shearer’s running speed and the simu-

lation experiment shearer’s running speed value. After

obtaining the shearer’s running speed curve, the error ratio

of shearer’s running speed at each time is calculated. Its

maximum value is obtained. Similarly, the hydraulic

pressure of the hydraulic system is recorded when the

frame is moved. The hydraulic pressure curve of 69

hydraulic supports is drawn. The maximum pressure error

is obtained as shown in Table 3. Finally, the maximum

error ratio of the shift frequency is obtained by the same

method.

The maximum error was within the allowable range.

Thus, the developed simulation successfully identified the

optimization mode of the fully mechanized mining

technology.

5.3 Experimental design of shifting frequency

With running the pc end program, the coal mining machine

starts running. As the left drum of the shearer rose, the right

drum descended and the shearer began to pull toward the

tail of the machine. When the shearer is operated to acti-

vate the hydraulic support i that is in the corresponding

position, the hydraulic support adopted a corresponding

moving frame manner, thus allowing the hydraulic support

to catch up with the shearer. The distance of the shearer

and the hydraulic support will be safe.

GameObject.Find()
function

Num=ID
variable

State=Instruction
variable

Number of executive
hydraulic support

-1 Release control

0 Push slip

1 Receiving plate

2 Column lowering

3 Moving frame

4 Lifting column

5: Extension panel

Shearer speed

Mathematical
Model of

Autonomous
Tracking Machine

for Hydraulic
Support

Shifting speed of
hydraulic support

C# Object-
Oriented

Programm
ing

Fig. 8 Drawing of script program for hydraulic support
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The measurement of virtual simulation parameter:

(1) The position of the shearer (global position coordi-

nates and the position numbered by the hydraulic

support): is to locate the operating position of the

shearer during the operation;

(2) The speed of the shearer: the traction speed of the

shearer is measured during the operation process;

(3) Moving-frame frequency: the moving-frame fre-

quency of each hydraulic support can be calculated

by recording the moving time of each hydraulic

support during the process of moving the hydraulic

support.

(4) Supply pressure: Record the supply pressure value

provided by the emulsion pump to each hydraulic

support during moving-frame process of the hydrau-

lic support.

The data of the simulation process was then processed

and extracted by experiments, as shown in Fig. 10. Here,

the shearer speed of the three simulation experiments was

nearly constant. As the hydraulic support group moved, the

shearer’s position and traction speed were consistent in the

three groups of experiments. It can avoid errors of the

research’s process of the hydraulic support moving in the

three simulation experiments due to the different shearer’s

traction speed.

The virtual 3D scene rendered the roof and floor curves

in real time. Each crucial point is indicated by a small

round dot, providing a clear representation of the under-

ground environment. The resulting the time parameters of

the corresponding action of the hydraulic support are

shown in Table 4.

The distance of the moving frame in the simulation is

600 mm. The broken line diagram of moving-frame

Fig. 9 Three machines experimental platform for fully mechanized mining
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Fig. 10 The running speed of the shearer during the cooperative operation and manual operation
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frequency of the hydraulic support under manual operation,

automatic operation (not using the model) and the coop-

erative control mode is as follows in Fig. 11.

5.4 Liquid supply experiment

For the XR-WS1000 emulsion tank driving anZZ4000/18/

38 hydraulic support, the output flow and driving power of

each hydraulic bracket were calculated as:

QL ¼ 1000Vy � kf �
n1s1F1 þ n2s2F2 þ n2s2F3

d þ Dd

From the reference manual for the emulsion pump, the

working and nominal pressure were P1 ¼ 30:0 and P2 ¼
31:5 MPa, respectively. Under a certain pressure p, the

driving power N of the pump changed with the change of

the output flow rate Q:

N ¼ QL � P

60� gt
;

where P is the output pressure of the pump in MPa and gt is
the total efficiency of the pump, assumed as 0.85.

The resulting supply pressure and power loss of the

hydraulic support system in the three modes studied are

shown in Figs. 12 and 13.

Respectively, the results of the simulation running are

calculated and their work efficiency is compared in

Table 5. Overall, the synergistic control of the fully

mechanized mining efficiency was increased by 3.76%

after the introduction of the dynamic factor. The mining

efficiency improved nearly 46.03% when operation was

used, when compared with manual operation. Therefore,

the proposed model was deemed to improve overall mining

efficiency.

5.5 Summary and discussion of experiments

Through qualitative analysis, three fully mechanized min-

ing machines were analyzed under similar conditions.

Based on the shearer’s traction speed, the frequency of the

hydraulic support’s moving frame was calculated by con-

tinuous circulation to realize timely follow-up of the

hydraulic support. To realize effective coordinated

Table 3 Error ratio of simulation and real data

Parameter Shearer running speed (m/min) Hydraulic system supply pressure (MPa) Shift frequency (Hz)

Error ratio (%)

(Manual operation)

5.42 6.89 6.52

Error ratio (%)

(automatic running)

5.53 7.86 10.83

Table 4 Operational parameter table of hydraulic support

Column drop distance (mm) Column drop time (s) Column lift time (s) Stretching time of the side wall plate (s) Total (s)

200 0.88 5.97 3.8 10.65
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Fig. 11 Frequency comparison of hydraulic support moving in three modes
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movement of the three fully mechanized mining machines,

the shearer and hydraulic speed were linked: as the

shearer’s speed increased, so did that of hydraulic support,

and vice versa.

By compiling the mathematical model of the hydraulic

support with self-regulating speed into a C# program, and

using object-oriented programming of Unity3D, the pro-

gram script is mounted on the corresponding hydraulic

support to realize the coordinated control of the system.

Finally, the data of the experimental process are recorded

by debugging statements, including the shearer’s running

speed, the hydraulic support’s feeding force and the

shifting frequency of 69 hydraulic supports. Finally, the

working efficiency of the cooperative control operation is

calculated.

Similarly, the working efficiency of fully mechanized

mining was calculated under manual and automatic oper-

ation. Finally, three kinds of hydraulic support were com-

pared with the machine.

The proposed mathematical model was validated on the

Unity3Dsimulation platform on the ground. The system has

not yet been applied to an underground fully mechanized

mining face and thus will be the focus of future work.
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Fig. 13 Power loss diagram of each hydraulic support

Table 5 Comparison of experimental results

Mode Traction speed (m/

min)

Liquid supply energy

(kw)

Production/energy ratio (m3/

kw)

Efficiency improvement

(%)

Manual operation automatic

running

13.177 36.844 0.189 146.03

11.357 27.373 0.266 103.76

Collaborative control 11.357 127.538 0.276
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6 Conclusion

(1) Through the establishment of simulation model, three

groups of experiments were carried out. Frequency mea-

surements of a hydraulic support moving frame were

realized using debugging statements in Unity3D. Through

calculation and inspection, under the same mining tech-

nology conditions, keeping the same mining efficiency of

the shearer, the working efficiency of the cooperative

control of the hydraulic support is improved by 3.76%

compared with the automatic operation and 46.3% com-

pared with the manual operation. Thus, the mathematical

model of the independent following machine effectively

improved the mining efficiency of the fully mechanized

mining technology, and provides a theoretical basis for

realizing the intelligent operation of the ‘‘three machines’’

in fully mechanized mining.

(2) A hardware-in-the-loop simulation of real-time

autonomous tracking of hydraulic support was constructed

using real-time coupling technology of PLC, KingView,

SQLServer and Unity3D software and hardware data. By

using the semi-physical simulation technology of fully

mechanized mining, the difficult problem of studying the

efficiency of fully mechanized mining technology in

underground is solved, and the evaluation and prediction of

the follow-up strategy of hydraulic support for fully

mechanized mining technology in underground can be

realized.

(3) Through experiments in laboratory and unity3D

simulation platform, the parameters data of shearer and

hydraulic support are recorded, and it is concluded that the

simulation experimental platform can be used for experi-

mental analysis of three fully mechanized mining

machines. Firstly, simulating the laboratory fully mecha-

nized mining environment on the simulation platform, all

hydraulic supports are on the horizontal ground. Secondly,

through qualitative analysis, it ensures that the shearer is in

the same working condition. That is to say, three sets of

simulation experiments of fully mechanized mining keep

the same shearer running speed. Finally, manual operation,

automatic operation and cooperative control are adopted

for three kinds of hydraulic support follow-up modes. The

efficiency of fully mechanized mining in the whole process

of fully mechanized mining is analyzed.
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